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This paper investigates symmetric bilinear and quadratic forms on torsion 
modules over a Dedekind domain R with values in F/R, where F is the field of 
fractions of R; we show that these forms are related to the usual theory of 
bilinear forms on projective modules over R and its localizations. The algebraic 
results are of two types: classification results for complete discrete valuation rings 
(Sect. 3), and stable results for arbitrary Dedekind domains (Sects. 4,5). Applica- 
tions to the classical theory of bilinear and quadratic forms over R are also 
obtained. Although our interest is primarily in the integers Z and the p-adic 
integers Z, , these rings contain most of the difficulties of the general case. In 
Section 6 we specialize to the integers and apply the algebraic results to differen- 
tial topology by classifying certain (n - 2)-connected (2n - 1)-manifolds. 
Links of isolated complex hypersurface singularities provide examples of such 
manifolds (Sect. 7). 
A symmetric bilinear form on a finite Abelian group first appeared as the 
linking form on the torsion subgroup of the first homology group of an oriented 
3-manifold, and provided a convenient invariant to distinguish such manifolds 
as lens spaces. Partial algebraic classification of such forms was achieved by 
Seifert [27], Van Kampen [31], and Wall [33, 351. In higher dimensions, a 
linking form may be defined on the torsion subgroup of the (n - I)-dimensional 
homology of an oriented (2n - I)-manifold; this form is symmetric when 12 is 
even, and skew-symmetric when n is odd. (The classification of skew-symmetric 
forms is easy; see, for instance [33].) Quadratic forms on finite groups then appear 
as a refinement of the linking form when n is even, and figure in the classification 
of these manifolds [34]. 
The classification results for symmetric bilinear forms on finite p-groups are 
similar to results for bilinear forms over the p-adic integers b, . This similarity 
was put on a formal basis in [3], where forms on p-groups were related to 
Minkowski’s theory of congruence of symmetric integer matrices mod pt. This 
is the same as equivalence over the p-adic integers if p is odd, but not if p is 2, 
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for the modulus obtained is too low. The main result of Section 3 explains this 
similarity in a different fashion, for all p. 
A unimodular bilinear form on a projective (or torsion) R-module M is one 
whose adjoint map of M to Hom(M, R) (or Hom(M,F/R)) is bijective, and a 
regular form is one for which it is injective. Basic properties of bilinear and 
quadratic forms on torsion R-modules with values in F/R are established in 
Section 1. In Section 2 we associate, in the usual way, to each regular bilinear or 
quadratic form on a projective R-module with values in R a bilinear or quadratic 
form, called the inducedform, on a torsion R-module with values in FIR. When R 
is the integers, this is analogous to passing from the intersection form in the 
interior of an even-dimensional manifold to the linking form of its boundary. 
We develop the correspondence in the more general setting of lattices in order to 
give an easy proof that it is also equivalent to the process of passing from the 
“quadratic form” of a knot to the linking form of the twofold branched cyclic 
cover of its complement. 
The main result (Theorem 3.8) of Section 3 is local; namely, we show, when R 
is a complete discrete valuation ring, that this correspondence is almost a bijec- 
tion of the set of isomorphism classes of regular forms on projective modules with 
values in R to the set of isomorphism classes of regular forms on torsion modules 
with values in F/R. Thus whenever the theory of bilinear forms is known for 
such rings R, for example the p-adic integers or the integers in a local field, it is 
known for forms with values in F/R. The theorem is easily shown for nondyadic 
local rings by classifying each type of form; the ring of 2-adic integers 72, moti- 
vated our more general proof. We simultaneously obtain results for quadratic 
forms. As an application (Corollary 3.10) we show that two quadratic forms on a 
finite Abelian group with no summands of order two or four and with isomorphic 
associated bilinear forms are themselves isomorphic. We also obtain a cancellation 
theorem (Theorem 3.11) for regular bilinear forms over R. Theorem 3.8 is 
proved by using inductively the classical Lemma 3.7 relating congruence modulo 
ntr and tn-adic equivalence. 
Section 4 contains global results for an arbitrary Dedekind domain R. Theorem 
4.1 shows that if bilinear or quadratic forms X and Y on projective modules have 
isomorphic induced forms, then there are unimodular forms U and V such that 
X @ U is isomorphic to Y @ V. The first result of this type appeared in [18] 
for bilinear forms over the integers. This was extended to quadratic forms by the 
author 151 using the local results of Section 3 and deep work of Eichler [S] 
to determine when a genus contained only one class. Since then, Wall [35] and 
Kneser have found elementary proofs, valid for more general rings. We give a 
slightly simplified version of Wall’s proof. As a corollary, we obtain a weak 
Hasse-Minkowski theorem for forms over Dedekind domains (Theorem 4.3). 
The rest of Section 4 is the combined work of the author and Knebusch, and 
investigates surjectivity of the induced form correspondence from isomorphism 
classes of regular bilinear forms on projective modules with values in R 
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to isomorphism classes of regular bilinear forms on torsion modules with values 
in F/R. There is a well-known exact sequence of Witt groups [17, 221 
0 + W(R) - f+‘(F) -% @ JVVP), 
P 
where the direct sum is over all prime ideals p of R. To each bilinear form 2 
with values in F/R, we associate a Witt invariant in the last term of this sequence, 
and show that Z is in the image of the induced form correspondence if and only 
if its Witt invariant is in the image of the map a (Theorem 4.4). For rings of 
algebraic integers R the cokernel above is known to be the ideal class group 
module squares; thus in this case a bilinear form on a torsion module is in the 
image of the induced form correspondence if and only if its order ideal is trivial 
in the ideal class group module squares (Corollary 4.6). These results generalize 
a theorem of Wall [33, Theorem 61 for R the integers Z, where the theorem was 
proved by direct construction. Karoubi [14, Appendix 31 has obtained similar 
results, assuming that 2 is a unit in R. The surjectivity problem for quadratic 
forms has been solved by Knebusch, and will be published elsewhere. Sections 3 
and 4 are independent of one another. 
Section 5 uses Section 4 to compute Grothendieck groups of regular bilinear 
forms with values in R and F/R. When R is a complete discrete valuation 
ring with a finite residue class field of characteristic 2, the results are unexpectedly 
simple (Theorem S.l(iii)). F or arbitrary Dedekind domains R, we find an exact 
sequence of Grothendieck groups whose cokernel is the same as the cokernel of 
the exact sequence of Witt groups above (Theorem 52(ii)). For example, the 
Grothendieck group of unimodular bilinear forms over Z is well known to be 
free cyclic of rank two; here the Grothendieck groups of regular bilinear forms 
over H is shown to be a direct sum of an infinite number of cyclic summands 
of order two and infinity. 
In Section 6 we apply the results of Section 4 when R is the integers to obtain 
a diffeomorphism classification theorem for oriented (n - 2)-connected (2n - l)- 
manifolds that are boundaries of parallellizable manifolds, for even n not 2, 4, 
or 8. The key invariant is a quadratic form on a finite Abelian group, which hence 
can be investigated using Section 3. These manifolds were previously classified 
up to “almost diffeomorphism” (that is, up to connected sum with an exotic 
sphere) in a series of papers by Wall [34]. We do not use Wall’s results, but 
proceed directly from Theorem 4.1 and the h-cobordism theorem. Integral 
bilinear forms of unit determinant are used to classify homotopy spheres in 
bP,, , for n even; the above manifolds are related to integral forms of arbitrary 
determinant. Thus this generalizes the work of Kervaire and Milnor. 
Links of isolated singularities of complex hypersurfaces provide examples of 
such highly connected manifolds. In Section 7 we find stably trivial sphere 
bundles over spheres, and all manifolds K as above with Hn-l(K) cxZ/3Z. It 
appears that p-adic techniques are essential for these computations. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
This section contains definitions and elementary facts about bilinear and 
quadratic forms. General references are [13,22,24,26]. 
Let R be a Dedekind domain and F its field of fractions. We aSsume without 
further mention that the characteristic of F is not two, and that all R- and F-modules 
are finitely generated. Let M be an R-module. We are interested in R-bilinear 
forms B on M with values in the R-module R or FIR. If the value group is R, 
we call the pair (M, B) a bilinear form module; if it is FIR, we usually write (G, b) 
instead of (M, B) and call it a bilinear form group. We assume without further 
mention that all bilinear forms are symmetric. If B is an n x n matrix with entries 
in R, we let (B) denote the bilinear form module on a free R-module of dimen- 
sion n with this matrix with respect to some basis. 
A quadratic form Q on an R-module M is a map from M to R (or F/R) such 
that Q(rx) = r2Q( ) f x ora rERandxEM,andB(x,y)=Q(x+y)-Q(x)- 11 
Q(y) is bilinear. B is the associated bilinear form to Q; we have 2Q(x) = B(x, x). 
If the value group is R, we call the pair (M, Q) a quadratic form module; if it is 
F/R, we usually write (G, q) for (M, Q) and call it a quadratic form group. 
Two bilinear form modules or groups (MI , B,) and (M, , B,) are isomorphic 
if there is a module isomorphismf: Mr + M, with B,(x, y) = B,(fx, fy) for all 
x and y in MI . Similarly two quadratic form modules or groups (Mi , Qi) and 
(M, , QJ are isomorphic if there is a module isomorphism f: MI -+ M, with 
Q~(x) = Qg( fx), for all x E Mi . Isomorphism is written N. The direct sum 
(M, , B,) @ (M, , B,) of two bilinear form modules or groups is the module 
Ml 0 M2 with the form (x1 , YJ * (x2 , yz) = &(x1 , x2) + 4( y1 , YJ, and the 
direct sum (M, , QJ @ (M2 , QJ of two quadratic form modules or groups is 
the same module with the quadratic form (x1 , xa) F+ Q1(xl) + Qz(xz). We let 
<a1 ,-.., a,) be shorthand for (ar) @ ... @ (a,). Clearly a quadratic form splits 
as a direct sum if its associated bilinear form does. Given a bilinear form B and 
an element a of R, we let aB denote the form (aB)(x, y) = aB(x, y). If S -+ R is 
a ring homomorphism and X is a bilinear (or quadratic) form module (or group), 
we let X 8s S denote the tensor product of the underlying module with S 
together with the obvious extension of the form. We write R’ for the units of R. 
A bilinear form B on a free module over R has, as usual, a determinant det B in 
R’/R’2. 
A bilinear form module (or group)(M, B) is regular if B(x, y) = 0 for ally in 
M implies that x = 0. This is true if and only if the adjoint map 
8: M-+ M* 
defined by &(x)(y) = B(x, y) is injective, where M* is Hom,(M, R) (or 
HomR(M, F/R)). If it is an isomorphism, we call B unimodulur. We call a 
quadratic form module or group regular or unimodular if its associated bilinear 
form module or group is. 
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If (M, B) is a regular bilinear form module, then M is obviously torsion-free 
and hence projective. On the other hand, if (ICI, b) is a regular bilinear form 
group, then every element of M is torsion [18]: Let m, ,..., mk be a generating 
set for M, and let m E M be arbitrary. For each m, , there is an yi E R such that 
r,b(m, mi) = 0. Then since b is regular, ri ... r,m = 0. 
Let (;V, B) be a bilinear form module or group, let NC M be a submodule, 
and set 
N’- = (XEM:B(X,N) =I 0). 
Suppose B restricted to N is unimodular. Then N n NL = {0}, since N 
is regular, and N + Nl = M, since for x E M, the linear functional w ++ 
B(x, w) on N must be represented by some element y of N, i.e., B(y, w) = 
B(x,w)forallwinN;thenx=y+(x-y)isinN+N-L.ThusM=NON~, 
so unimodular summands can be split off. (This proof is taken from [22,1.3.1].) 
LEMMA I. 1. A regular bilinear form group is u&modular. 
Proof. Let (G, b) be a regular bilinear group. For any maximal ideal nt of R, 
the module HomR(R/mr, F/R) is isomorphic to R/in’ under the correspondence 
f  w df (1). Hence HomR(G, F/R) is isomorphic to G, for any torsion module G 
over R, by the structure theorem for such modules. (See, for example, [24, 
81: 11 and 22D].) The adjoint map 6 of G to Hom,(G, F/R) is an injective map 
of modules of the same length, and hence surjective. This completes the proof. 
Let n be a prime ideal of R. We let R, denote the discrete valuation ring 
obtained by localizing and completing at p. For a bilinear (or quadratic) form 
module (or group) X, we let X, denote X @ R, . A regular bilinear or quadratic 
form group over R, is a regular form over R as well, for Fp/Rp is naturally 
contained in F/R. Furthermore, we have the following useful result: 
LEMMA 1.2. Let Z be a bilinear OY quadratic foym group over a Dedekind domain 
R. Then Z N @J, Z, , where the sum is over allprime ideals of R. 
Proof. Let G be the underlying finitely generated torsion R-module of Z. 
Then the structure theorem for finitely generated modules over a Dedekind 
domain implies that G is isomorphic to oP G @ R, . Since (G @ RP) @ 
(G @ Rp,) is zero for p # p’, the result follows. 
Is a quadratic form determined by its associated bilinear form ? If 2 is a unit 
in R, then this is obviously true for both modules and groups. If 2 is not a unit 
in R, the situation is more complicated. 
First consider modules. A bilinear form module (M, B) is men if B(x, x) E 2R 
for all x E M. The associated bilinear form of a quadratic form is even, and 
conversely, given any even bilinear form B, Q(x) = 8 B(x, x) is the unique 
quadratic form with B as associated bilinear form. (Recall that F is not of 
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characteristic two.) Hence there is a one-one correspondence of quadratic and 
even bilinear form modules. For groups, the situation is different. For 
example, let R be the integers H. The quadratic forms 1 t+ & and 1 b $ on the 
module Z/22 with values in Q/Z are not isomorphic, but have the same associated 
bilinear form 1 . 1 = i. However, there is a one-one correspondence if more 
restrictions are made (Corollaries 3.9 and 3.10). 
2. INDUCED FORMS 
We show how a regular bilinear or quadratic form module defines a regular 
bilinear or quadratic form group. It turns out that it is convenient to do this 
for arbitrary lattices in a regular bilinear or quadratic form module over a field. 
The general construction specializes to both the one we use and that of [18], 
which are then easily shown to be equivalent. 
Let R be a Dedekind domain and F the quotient field of R. Let (V, B) be a 
regular bilinear form module over F. Suppose M C V is a lattice (that is, a 
finitely generated R-submodule of V with M @F = V). We write (M, B) for 
(M, B 1 M). Let 
M# = (XE V: B(x, M)CR} 
be the dual lattice for M [24, Sect. 82F]. Recall that M## = M, and that B 
restricted to M is unimodular if and only if M = M#. 
Now suppose we are given a regular bilinear form module (V, B) as above and 
a lattice M C V. We associate to M a regular bilinear form group. Consider the 
bilinear form B on the lattice M + M# C V defined by B followed by the projec- 
tion of F to F/R. The radical of B (the set of all x E M + M# such that B(x, 
M + M#) = 0) is M n MS: x is the radical if and only if B(x, M + M*) C R, 
which is true if and only if B(x, M) C R and B(x, M#) C R, which is true if and 
only if XEM# and XEM ## = M. Thus B induces a regular form on the 
R-module (M + M#)/(M n M#), namely, u . w = [B(~T-~u, rr-la)], where 
rr: M + M# -+ (M + M#)/(M n MS) is the projection and [a] the equivalence 
class of a E F in F/R. We call this the induced bilinear form group, and denote it 
B(M), or BP? B). 
Similarly, suppose that (Y, Q) is a regular quadratic form module over F, and 
MC V a lattice. Let M# be the dual lattice of the associated bilinear form B to Q, 
and assume that Q(M n M+) C R. Then we can define a regular quadratic form 
u+ [Q(r-ru)] on the R-module (M + M#)/(M n M#). We call this the induced 
quadratic form group and denote it t(M), or f(M, Q). Its associated bilinear form 
group is ,8(M). (The condition Q(M n MS) C R is of course necessary. By 
construction B(M n Me) C R, but Q(M n MS) C R if and only if B restricted 
to M n M# is even.) 
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To sum up, the induced bilinear form group /?(M, B) of the bilinear form B on 
the lattice M is the form 
,8(M, B)(u, v) = [B(rlu, r-Iv)] 
on the R-module (M + M#)/(M n M#). The induced quadratic form group 
[(M, Q) of the quadratic form Q is the form 
f(M, Q,)(u) = [QWW 
Clearly /3 and 6 are well defined on isomorphism classes, take unimodular 
lattices to the trivial form, and preserve direct sums (but not tensor products). 
Furthermore, they commute with localization and completion, as may easily be 
proved by choosing a basis for M [24, Sects. 81 B, E] (The notation is as in 
Sect. 1.): 
LEMMA 2.1. Let X be a bilinear form module and let Y be a quadratic form 
module over the Dedekind domain R. 
(i) For any multiplicative set S C R, /3(X @I R,) N ,6(X) @ Ii, and 
t(Y 0 R,) = f(Y) 0 Rs . 
(ii) If R is a discrete valuation ring and I? its completion, then 8(X @ A) _N 
/3(X) @ fi N /3(X) and .$( Y @ I?) N 5(Y) @ i? N e(Y). 
(iii) In particular, for any prime ideal p of R, /3(X,) N j?(X), and f( YP) _N 
Wh * 
Suppose (V, B) is a regular (symmetric, as always) bilinear form module over 
F. Recall that the inverse form module (V*, B*) is the vector space V* = 
Hom,(V, F) with form B*(ol, j?) = B(B-h, 8-l@. If M is a free lattice in V, 
and B has matrix B with respect to a basis of M, then B* on the lattice M* = 
Hom,(M, R) in V* has matrix B-i with respect to the dual basis of M*. Simi- 
larly, if (V, Q) is a regular quadratic form module over F, we may define (V*, Q*) 
by Q*(a) = Q(&&), where B is the bilinear form associated to Q. Then Q* 
is quadratic with the associated bilinear form B*. Since p(M, B) CI’ p(M#, B), 
and 8 provides an isomorphism of (M#, B) to (M*, B*) (and similarly for 
quadratic forms), we have: 
LEMMA 2.2. ,!3(M, B) N p(M*, B*) and f(M, Q) II f(M*, Q*). 
If (M, B) is a regular bilinear form module over R, we may define /3(M, B) 
by embedding M in V = M OF; the same is true for a regular quadratic form 
module (M, Q). Essentially this is restricting the above construction to integral 
lattices, that is, lattices M such that B(M, M) C R. This is no loss of generality, 
for p(M, B) ‘v/3(&f n MS, B), and similarly for 6. 
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We illustrate the correspondences (M, B) ~--t &Vf*, B*) and (M, B) w 
P(M 3 
Suppose M is a free module and that B has a matrix B with respect to a basis 
x”, of M. Since M C M#, we have M* 3 M#* = M*# (since AP* = 
&&i#) = l?(M#)# = M*#), so p(M*, B*) is the torsion module M*IM*+ with 
bilinear form whose matrix with respect to the equivalence classes in MY/M*+ 
of the dual basis of M* is B-1 mod 1. 
Next suppose that B = aB’, where a is some nonzero element of R and 
det B’ is a unit of R. Then M+ = a-lM, so j?(M, B) is the torsion module 
&M/M (a direct sum of cyclic modules R/(a)) with bilinear form whose matrix 
with respect to the basis a-lx, ,..., a-lx, is &B’. 
Let R be the integers. The map (M, B) I-+ /?(M, B) then corresponds geo- 
metrically to passing from the intersection form in the interior of a manifold 
to the linking form on its boundary (Sect. 6), while the map (1M, B) t+ fi(M*, B*) 
is passing from the “quadratic form” of a knot to the linking form of the twofold 
branched cyclic cover of its complement [18, 281. Lemma 2.2 thus implies that 
these two constructions are equivalent. 
3. INDUCED FORMS OVER COMPLETE DISCRETE VALUATION RINGS 
Throughout this section, R is a discrete valuation ring with a field of fractions 
F (of characteristic not two, as usual). From Lemma 3.7 on, we assume that R 
is complete. Let 7 be a generator of the maximal ideal m of R. The integer e is 
defined by 2 = u@, where u is a unit of R. Note that e = 0 if and only if 2 is a 
unit. The main purpose of this section is to show that fi and 6 establish, with 
certain obvious exceptions (see the discussion following the proof of Theorem 
3.8), one-one correspondences of isomorphism classes of regular forms with 
values in R and isomorphism classes of regular forms with values in F/R. 
The following Jordan spZitting theorem is well known. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let (M, B) be a regular bilinear form module over the discrete 
valuation ring R. Then there is an orthogonal decomposition 
(M, B) N (MO, BO) @ (Ml, ~9Bl) @ ... @ (M’, +Bc) 
where each Bt is unimodular. 
Proof. Let 
M’ = (X E M: B(x, M) E 0 modulo m} 
and choose MO C A$ so that M = MO @ M’ (nonorthogonally). The form 
(MO, B / MO) @ R/m is regular: If x in M’J satisfies B(x, MO) = 0 modulo m, 
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then this combined with B(x, M’) I 0 module m shows that B(x, M) = 0 
modulo ttt, so x is in M’ as well as MO, and hence equals 0. Thus B restricted to 
MO is unimodular, since its reduction modulo m is regular and hence unimodular, 
so there is an orthogonal decomposition M N MO @ MOL. Furthermore, 
B(Mol, M) C B(Mol, MO) + B(MOI, IkY) = 0 modulo m, so B restricted to 
MO’ is 0 module nt. This process is now repeated with the form FIB on MO’; 
the process stops eventually since (B, M) is regular. This completes the proof. 
This splitting is unique when R is nondyadic [7]. Note that M# is isomorphic 
to MO @ r-lMl@ ... @ rr-‘M’. We define th e scale s(M, B) of a regular bilinear 
form module (M, B) to be the greatest integer s such that (Mi, &Bt) is trivial for 
i < s (see [24, Sect. 82E]). Th e scale of a regular quadratic form module is by 
definition the scale of its associated bilinear form module. 
The Jordan splitting of a bilinear form group is also well known [31]. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let (G, b) be a regular bilinear form group over the discrete valua- 
tion ring R. Then there is an orthogonal decomposition 
(G, b) N (c=l, bl) @ .. . @ (G’, 6’) 
where each Gi is a free Rlmi module. 
Proof. Since R is a principal ideal domain, there is an r 2 1 and submodules 
G’ and Gr of G such that G N G’ @ Gr (nonorthogonally), +-rG’ = 0, and Gr 
is free over R/mr. We may assume r > 1, for otherwise we are done. If we can 
show that the restricted form (Gr, b 1 G’) is unimodular, it will split off, and we 
may continue by induction. The adjoint map 
6: G’ @ Gr -+ Hom,(G’ @ Gr, F/R) _N G’ @ Gr 
(see Lemma 1.1) may be written as a matrix 
11 12 
(” “1 h 21 4, ' 
where h,, : G’ + G’, h,, : G’ --+ G’, h,, : Gr -+ G’, and h,, : Gr -+ G*. Note 
that h,,(G’) C rrGr, since Z-~-V = 0. The map 6 is an automorphism of G, and 
hence also of G @ R/m. Since h,, @ R/m is the zero map, h,, @ R/m must be an 
isomorphism. Thus (Gr, b 1 Gr) @ R/m is unimodular, and hence so is (Gr, 
6 1 Gr), as may be seen by taking determinants with respect to some basis of Gr. 
This completes the proof. 
We define the scale s(G, b) of a regular bilinear form group to be the greatest s 
for which (G’, bi) is trivial for i < s. The scale of a regular quadratic form 
group (G, 4) is by definition the scale of its associated bilinear form. Its norm 
n(G, 4) is the least n such that rrnq(u) = 0 f or all u in G. Suppose that (G, q) has 
associated bilinear form b and is homogeneous of scale s, that is, that G N R/m8 @ 
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... @ R/W. If n”q(u) = 0 for all u E G, then +%(v, w) = an(q(u + V) - q(u) - 
q(v)) = 0, for all u, v e G. Thus, since b is regular, n >, s. On the other hand, 
27@(u) = db(U, u) = b( +u, U) = 0 for all u E G, so s + e > 1z (where e is 
defined in the beginning of this section), and .rr28q(u) = q(+u) = 0, for all 
u E G, so 2s 3 n (cf. [24, Sect. 82 E]). 
PROPOSITION 3.3 (Local surjectivity). Let R be a discrete valuation ring. 
(9 SW) = s(X) f  or any regular bilinear form module X of scale > 1. 
(ii) For any regular bilinear form group Z there is a regular bilinear form 
module X with /3(X) N Z. 
(iii) For any regular quadratic form group Z there is a regular quadratic 
form module X with t(X) cv Z. 
Proof. Part (i) is obvious. By Lemma 3.2 and the fact that /3 preserves direct 
sums, we only need show (ii) for a form (G, b) that is homogeneous of scale s. 
Let G have basis u, ,..., u, as an R/m* module. Let M be a free R-module with 
basis x1 ,..., x, . Define a bilinear form B on M by choosing R(x, , xj) in R with 
~--sR(x~ , xj) = b(u, , ui) in F/R, The form B is unimodular since b is uni- 
modular (calculate determinants). As in the example at the end of Section 2, for 
the form dB we have M# = r-s&Z, and ,&M, +B) N (G, b). This proves part 
(ii). 
Now suppose (G, q) is a quadratic form group with associated bilinear form 
group (G, b) as above. Choose B(x, , xj) as above for i # j, choose Q(xJ (not 
necessarily in R) such that n-“Q(xJ = q(uJ in F/R, and set B(x, , xi) = 2Q(x3. 
We still have r+B(x{ , xi) = 7+2Q(xJ = 2q(u,) = b(u, , ui) in F/R. Note that 
+Q(xi) is in R since 2s > n. The quadratic form 7~sQ has associated bilinear form 
+B, as above fi(M, ?rSB) N (G, b), and [(M, TFQ) N (G, q). This completes the 
proof. 
Note that it is always possible to choose s(X) > 1 in (ii) and (iii). 
The next four lemmas are needed to prove /3 and 5 injective. We first present 
a well-known lemma on lifting maps of torsion R-modules to presentations. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let GI and G, be torsion R-modules, and let 0 -+ MS + M,’ ---f 
Gi -+ 0 be exact sequences with Iw, and Mi’ free R-modules. Suppose further that 
the rank of Mc’ is the minimum number of generators of Gi , for i = 1, 2. Then for 
any isomorphism g: GI 4 G, , there are morphisms f  and f  ’ making the diagram 
O-MI-M,‘--+G,--+O 
il I? Ig 
0-M,-M,‘-G,-0 
commute. Furthermore any such maps are isomorphisms. 
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Proof. The maps f and f’ exist since M,’ is free. By the five lemma we only 
need show thatf’ is an isomorphism. 
First consider the special case G, = Gr , M, = MI , iV12’ = MI’, and g the 
identity on Gr . The identity I of Al, is a lift of g; let f’ be any other lift. The 
image off’ - I is contained in MI , which is contained in TM, since MI’ has 
minimal rank. Hence f’ = I (mod nr), so det f’ = det I (mod m), and f’ is an 
isomorphism. 
For the general case, let f”: M,’ + MI’ be a lift of g-l. Then f”f’ is a lift of 
g-rg, the identity on Gr , and hence on isomorphism by the special case. Similarly 
f’f” is an isomorphism. Thus f’ is an isomorphism, which completes the 
proof. 
Now suppose that (V, , B,) and (V, , B,) are regular bilinear form modules 
over the quotient field F of R, and that n/r, C V, and Mz C V, are integral lattices. 
Let g be an isomorphism of ,kI(M, , B,) to fl(N1; , B,). We call an isomorphismf 
of V, to Va a lzfft of g if f(MI) = Mz , f(MI#) = Mz*, and f induces g. Now 
suppose further that s(Mi , BJ > 1 for i = 1,2. Then letting Gi be the group of 
&n/r,) and Mi’ be Mi# in the above lemma, we obtain: 
COROLLARY 3.5. With the above assumptions, a lift f: MI -+ M, of g exists. 
Unfortunately this lift does not provide an isomorphism of (MI , B,) to 
(M* , B,), but only a congruence: 
LEMMA 3.6. (i) Let (MI , B,) and (M, , B,) be regular bilinear form modules 
with MI = MI0 @ ... @ MIT a Jordan splitting for B, as in Lemma 3.1. Let 
f: MI -+ Mz induce an isomorphism of @(MI , B,) to ,kI(M, , B2). Then B,(x, y) = 
B,( fx, fy) (mod mj+k) for all x E MIj and y E MIk. 
(ii) Let (MI , Q1) and (M* , Q2) be quadratic form modules with associated 
bilinear form modules as in (i). Letf: MI -+ Mz induce an isomorphism of [(M, , Q1) 
to f(M, , Q2). Then Q,(x) = Q2( fx) (mod nP) for all x E MIj. 
Proof. Let [a] denote the image in F/R of a EF. Since f is a lift, [Bl(x, y)] = 
[B,. fx, fy)] for all x, y E n/r,+. If x E Mj and y E MIk, then rr-jx and n-ky are in 
MI+, so “r-+kB,(x, y) = B,( CT -i x, T-ky) SE B,( f (r-ix), f (r-ky)) = n-j-‘“B,( fx, fy) 
mod R. The proof for quadratic forms is similar. 
The next well-known lemma relates congruence with nt-adic equivalence. 
Note that the modulus needed for quadratic forms is lower than the modulus 
needed for bilinear forms. Recall that e is defined by setting 2 = u+, where u is 
a unit of R. 
LEMMA 3.7 [8, Satz 25.21. Let R be a complete discrete valuation ring. Let 
(MI , B,) and (Mz , B,) (OY MI , Q1) and (Mz , Qz)) be regular bilinear (or quadratic) 
form modules with rr as the highest power of rr occurring in a Jordan splitting of 
(Mz , B,) (OY the bilinear form module associated to (Ms, , Q2)). Let f: n/r,.--+ MS be 
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an isomorphism such that B,(x, y) = B,( fx,fy) (mod n~+~~+l) (or Ql(x) E 
Q2(fx) (mod rn’+‘+l)) for all x, y  E Ml . Then (Ml , B,) and (M, , B,) (or (Ml , 
QJ and (M, , QJ) are isomorphic. 
Proof. The proof for bilinear forms is standard [7]; we review it to attack 
quadratic forms. Choose bases for n/ri and let f  have matrix F and B, matrix 
Bi , for i = 1, 2. The hypothesis on B, implies that rr7Bi1 has entries in R. The 
congruence becomes B, = FtB,F (mod n~+~~+l). The proof is by induction on 
s in the statement: There is a matrix F, such that B, = FstB,F, (mod TV), and 
F, = F,-, (mod me+l). The induction starts with s = r + 2e + 1 and F, = F. 
In general, we are given F, , so we set FatB,F, - B, = n”U, where U has entries 
in R, and let 
F - Fs - s+1 - 4 ~F,(F,tB,F,)-lU. 
Then F,+l has entries in R, and F,+r = F, (mod nts-e-r). A comput,ation shows 
that Fi+lB2F,+1 - B, = 4 rr2W(F,tB2F,)-W = 0 (mod m-2e+2s-r), and -2e + 
2s - r > s. Hence the inductive statement is true for s + 1. 
In the case of quadratic forms and e > 0 (for if e = 0, bilinear and quadratic 
forms are the same), we must precede the first step of the induction with another 
argument. Choose bases as above for the associated bilinear forms. The con- 
gruence is B, = FtB2F (mod m r+e+r), but with diagonal elements (mod mr+2e+1), 
since 2Bi(x, x) = Q&z). Set FtB2F - B, = T?+~+W. Since the diagonal 
elements of U are divisible by me, and hence by 2, there is a V with entries in R 
such that U = V + Vt. Let 
F’ = F - T~+~+~F(F~B,F)-~V. 
Then F’ has entries in R, and F’ 5 F (mod me+l). A computation shows that 
F’tB2F’ - B, = ~9’+2~+lVt(FtB,F)-lV s 0 (mod nt2r+2e+r-T). We may now 
start the inductive argument with s = r + 2e + 1 and F, = F’. This completes 
the proof. 
Finally we arrive at the main result on local injectivity. 
THEOREM 3.8. Let R be a complete discrete valuation ring. 
(i) The mapping (M, B) t-+ /3(M, B) is a one-one correspondence of iso- 
morphism classes of regular bilinear form modules andgroups over R, both with scale 
>2e + 1. 
(ii) The mapping (M, 8) ++ 5(M Q2> is a one-one correspondence of iso- 
morphism classes of regular quadratic form modules and groups over R, both with 
scale >e + 1. 
Proof. We prove (i). Surjectivity follows from Proposition 3.3, so we only 
need prove injectivity. Let (Ml , Bl) and (M, , B,) be regular bilinear form 
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modules of scale >2e + 1, and let g be an isomorphism of /?(A’, , B,) to ,G(Ms , 
Bp). Let Ml = Ml0 @ ..* @ M,“, for some m, be a Jordan splitting for Mt as in 
Lemma 3.1. 
The proof that (Ml , B,) is isomorphic to (M2 , B,) is by induction on the 
following statement in Y: There is an isomorphism f,. : Ml -+ M2 such that 
B,(x, y) = B2(f7x, fry) for all x, y E Ml0 @ ..’ @ MIT, and f,. induces an 
isomorpkism of /3(Ml , B,) to /3(M2 , B,). 
By Corollary 3.5, a lift f of g exists. Since Ml0 = ... = Mf” = 0, we start the 
induction at r = 2e by setting fT = f. In general, we assume the statement true 
for Y - 1 and prove it true for r. By inductive hypothesis there is an isomorphism 
f7-, such that 
B,(x,Y) = &(fr-,x,f,-,~)> (1) 
for all x, y E Ml0 @ ... @ Ml-‘. Since fr-l induces an isomorphism of ,6(Ml , 
B,) to p(IM, , B,), Lemma 3.6 implies that 
B,(x, y) = B,( fr-g,fr-lY) (modl'trfk) 
for x E MIT andy E Ml”, 0 < k < Y, or vice versa. Since Ml0 = ... = M2’ = 0, 
this congruence holds (mod tn ?tge+l). Using linearity to combine with ;I), we 
obtain 
B,(x,Y) = B,( fr-p,LIY) (mod l+"+') 
for all x, y E Ml0 @ ... @ Ml+“. Decompose fr-l as 
T @ T’: (Ml0 @ ... @Ml’) @ (Ml+’ @ ... @ Mlm) 
+ f,-,(M,” @ ... @ M,‘) @I f,-,(M,T+’ @ ... @j Ml”). 
By Lemma 3.7 there is an isomorphism T of (Ml0 @ ... @Ml’, B,) and 
(f7-1(Mlo @ ... @ Ml?), B,). Let fi = T @ T’, which is an isomorphism. We 
have B,(x, y) = B2( f,.x, f7 y) for all X, y E Ml0 @ *.. @ MIT. Last, both T 
and T’ induce isomorphisms of the induced bilinear form groups, and hence so 
does T @ T’ = fr . This completes the inductive step of the argument, and 
hence the proof of part (i) of Theorem 3.8. 
The proof of part (ii) is similar, and hence omitted. 
Theorem 3.8 is probably the best possible. For instance, let R be the ring 
Z, of p-adic integers, p < co. For odd p, e = 0 and the theorem states that /3 
forgets only the unimodular part of a bilinear form module. If p = 2, then 
e = I. The inequivalent bilinear form modules 
<2), <lo>, <Q, 04) 
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on E, are all of scale one, and are mapped by p to the form u x u F+ $ on 
Z/2& where u is a generator of Z/22. The quadratic forms 1 F+ I and 1 M 5 
associated to the first two are mapped by 6 to the form u F+ 3, and the quadratic 
forms 1 M 3 and 1 H 7 associated to the second two are mapped to the form 
ti N 2. With some more work, it is possible to extend part (ii) of the theorem to 
quadratic form modules of scale one over Za , and show that at most two forms are 
identified by 5 [5, Theorem 3.41. Another approach to quadratic forms is to 
relate them to bilinear forms on groups of larger order [5, pp. 23-28; 331. 
Theorem 3.8 may be used to classify bilinear forms on 2-groups, for example. 
According to [12], any regular bilinear form module over Z, is isomorphic to a 
direct sum of 
edk), (f3 m,2 k(O ‘>,2q; ;>, 1 o 
with certain relations. Hence a bilinear form on an Abelian group with no 
summands of order two or four is isomorphic to a sum of the induced forms of 
the above, with the same relations. 
We show when a quadratic form is determined by its associated bilinear form. 
COROLLARY 3.9. Two quadratic form groups of scale >2e + 1 with isomorphic 
associated bilinear form groups are themselves isomorphic. 
This follows easily from Proposition 3.3 and Theorem 3.8. Combining with 
Lemma 1.2 we obtain a result for arbitrary Dedekind domains, which, specialized 
to the integers, is: 
COROLLARY 3.10. Two quadratic form groups over the integers with isomorphic 
associated bilinear form groups and no summands of order two or four are themselves 
isomorphic. 
We conclude with a cancellation theorem for bilinear and quadratic form 
modules partially extending [7, Lemma 41. The result follows directly from 
Theorem 3.8. 
COROLLARY 3.1 I. Let U, u’, X, and x’ be bilinear (or quadratic) form modules 
with U and u’ unimodular, and s(X) and s(X) 3 2e + 1 (or e + 1). Then 
U @ X N u’ @ x’ implies X N x’. 
By reducing U @ X N U’ @ x”’ modulo 2e + 1 (or e + 1) and applying 
Lemma 3.7, we get U r~ U’. Thus the corollary also follows from the Witt 
cancellation theorems of [16, 231, and combined with Theorem 4.1 gives an 
alternate proof of Theorem 3.8. 
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4. INDUCED FORMS OVER DEDEKIND DOMAINS 
Let R be a Dedekind domain with a field of fractions F (of characteristic not 
two, as usual). We investigate injectivity and surjectivity of the induced form 
correspondences of Section 2 from the set of isomorphism classes of regular 
bilinear and quadratic form modules over R to the set of isomorphism classes of 
regular bilinear and quadratic form groups over R. The main result on global 
injectivity is the following result, due to Wall [35]. The proof has been simplified 
by Kneser. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let X and Y be bilinear (or quadratic) form modules over R. 
Then /3(X) =,8(Y) (or f(X) ‘V f(Y)) if and only if there are unimodular bilinear 
(or quadratic) form modules U and V with X @ U N Y @ V. 
Proof. First consider bilinear forms. Let (V, , BJ and ( Vz , B,) be regular 
bilinear form modules over F, let M, C V, and Mz C V, be integral R-lattices, 
and suppose p(M, , B,) -N /3(M, , B,). Let f: MI+ -+ M,# be any map (not 
necessarily a bijection) inducing the isomorphism of /3(M, , B,) to /3(M, , B,). 
Let H be the module MI @ M,#- with the bilinear form B((x, y), (x’, y’)) = 
B,(x, y’) + Rr( y, x’) + B1( y, y’) - B,( fy,fy’); H is unimodular since MI 
and M,# are dually paired by the adjoint to B and B(MI , MI) = 0. (H is a 
metabolic space [15, Sect. 31 on MI# with the form B,(y, y) - B,(fy, fy).), 
Let i: Mr# + H @ M2# be defined by i(y) = (0, y, fy). The map i is injective 
and preserves bilinear forms; it maps MI+ to the graph off in M,# @ M2#. 
Let U be the orthogonal complement of iMI# in H @ M2#, that is, all elements 
whose inner product with iMI# is zero. We claim that H @ M,# N U @ iM,#. 
We show that H @ M 2# = U + iMr,#; since H @ M2# is regular and U is 
orthogonal to iMI#, then U n iMI# = {O}. First we show that H @ M2 = 
U + MI : Given (x, y, z) E H @ M2 , consider the linear map u H B,(y, u) - 
B2(fy,fu) + B,@, fu) for u 6 MI #. Since this has values in R, it may be written 
as z1 w -BI(w, u) for some w E MI . Then (w, y, z) E U, (x - w, 0, 0) E MI , 
and (w, y, z> + (x - w, 0,O) = (x, y, z). Thus H @ M2 = U + M, . We may 
replace M2# by Ma + fMl# since f lifts the isomorphism of induced forms. Thus 
H @ M2# = (H @ M.J + iMI#, which is U + M, + iMI# by the above. Now 
x-ix~Uforallx~M~,soM~CU+iM~#,soU+M~+iM~#=UfiM~#. 
Next we claim that U is a unimodular lattice. It is regular, so we only 
need show that the associated map U -+ Hom(U, R) is surjective. Any linear 
functional on U may be extended to a linear functional on U @ iM,# taking 
(0) @ iM,# to 0. Since U @ iMI# = H @ MS # this functional is of the form , 
(B @ B,)(v, -), for some v E (H @ NI,#)# = H @ M, C H @ M2#. The 
iM,# component of v is 0 since the linear functional vanishes there, so v E U. 
Thus U is unimodular. 
Thus there are unimodular lattices Hand U such that H @ M2# N U @ iMI#. 
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The latter is isomorphic to U @ 1M,# since i preserves the bilinear form. Taking 
duals, H @ M, ‘v U @MI . This completes the proof for bilinear form modules. 
Now suppose that (V, , Qi) and (V, , Qs) are regular quadratic form modules, 
and that the Mi are lattices withfa map inducing the isomorphism of t(M, , B,) 
to f(M, , B,). We define a quadratic form Q on H by Q(x, y) = B,(x, y) + 
84 Y) - QOY>. Then th e associated bilinear form to Q is B, and i preserves Q. 
The rest of the proof is as above. Thus there is a unimodular quadratic lattice 
U with H @ Mz N U @ M, . This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Let 0 denote the signature of a bilinear form over the real numbers, let 
H = <T i) denote the hyperbolic plane, and let I’s denote the unique even uni- 
modular integral form of dimension and signature 8 [22,11.6]. 
COROLLARY 4.2. (i) [18, 371. Let (M, , B,) and (Mz, B,) be regular bilinear 
form modules over the integers with /3(M, , B,) e fi(M, , B,). Then 
(MI, B,) @ (I,..., 1, -l,..., -1) N (M3, B,) @ (l,..., 1, -I,..., -l>. 
(ii) [5]. Let (MI, B,) and (M, , B,) 6 e regular even bilinear form modules 
over the integers with .$MI , B,) rz~ ((M, , B,). Assume that u(n/r, , B,) < 
a(Mz, B,). Then 
The summands (I,..., 1, -I,..., -1) in (i) are not necessarily of the same 
size; they must be chosen to make the signatures of both sides equal. Similar 
remarks apply to (ii). Recall that quadratic forms are equivalent to even bilinear 
forms. The corollary follows easily from the fact that indefinite unimodular 
integral forms that are not even are isomorphic to a sum of (1) and (-1), while 
even indefinite unimodular forms are isomorphic to a sum of H and rs [22, 
Chap. II; 26, Chap. 51. One consequence of the corollary is the now well-known 
fact that a signature modulo 8 may be defined for a quadratic form on a finite 
group. 
The following weak Hasse-Minkowski theorem for regular forms over a 
Dedekind domain is a simple consequence of Theorem 4.1 and Lemmas 1.2 and 
2.1. (If the ground ring is the rational integers, or the integers in a function field 
of class number one, it also follows from Eichler’s work [5, Sect. 51.) 
THEOREM 4.3. Let X and Y be regular bilinear (or quadratic) form modules over 
a Dedekind domain R. Then X, N Y, for all prime ideals p in R implies that there 
are unimodular bilinear (or quadratic) f ormsUandVsuchthatX@UEY@V. 
The rest of this section is the combined work of the author and Knebusch. 
We consider surjectivity of the induced form correspondence for bilinear forms: 
Given a regular bilinear form group 2, we would like to know when there is a 
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regular bilinear form module X with /3(X) N 2. The answer depends upon an 
invariant associated to Z in a Witt group. 
We recall standard properties of the Witt group. (See, for example, [22].) Let 
R be a Dedekind domain. A (symmetric, as always) unimodular bilinear form 
module (111, B) over R is split if there is a submodule N C M which is a direct 
summand of M, and has the property N = (x E M: B(x, N) = 01. If R is a local 
ring and 2 is a unit in R, then every split bilinear form module is isomorphic to 
a direct sum of hyperbolic planes H. Two unimodular bilinear form modules X 
and X’ are in the same Witt class if there are split bilinear form modules S and 
S’ with S @ S _N X’ 0 S’. We write [X] for the Witt class of X. The Witt 
group W(R) of R is the set of Witt classes of unimodular bilinear form modules 
over R, with direct (orthogonal) sum as an addition. 
Next the local case. Suppose that R is a discrete valuation ring with prime 
ideal p generated by rr. Let F be the field of fractions of R. The second residue class 
homomorphism 
is defined on generators [(u&)] of W(F), where u is a unit of R, to be 0 if i is 
even, and [(g)] if i is odd, where u is the image in R/p of u in R. 
Again suppose R is a discrete valuation ring as above. For each regular bilinear 
form group (G, b) over R we define an element zup(G, b) in W(R/p): Choose a 
Jordan splitting (G1, br) @ ... @ (Gr, br) of (G, b) (Lemma 3.2). The vector 
space Gilz-Gi over R/p has a bilinear form ( , ) defined on equivalence classes 
zi, @in Gi/mGi of u, a in Gi by (u, V) = rribi(u, v) mod rr. The isomorphism class 
of this form is independent of the Jordan splitting: Let Go) denote the submodule 
of u E G with rriu = 0. Then the above form is isomorphic to the module 
Go)/(nGo+r) + G(i-l)) with the form (u; ti) = &b(u, v) mod n [33, Lemma 81. 
Let wi be the Witt class in W(R/p) of the module Gi/rrGi with the above form, 
and set w,,(G, b) = wr + w, + w5 + ... . Obviously wP(Z @ Z’) = wP(Z) + 
w&Z’) for bilinear form groups Z and Z’. Note that wP(Z) depends only on the 
“Witt class” of Z, when this notion is defined in the obvious sense. It is also 
clear that 
WpNX) = a,([x OFI) (1) 
for regular bilinear form modules X over R. 
Now the global case. Let R be a Dedekind domain with field of fractions F. 
There is an exact sequence of Witt groups [17, Satz 1.6; 22, IV.3.31 
0 -+ W(R) + W(F) 4 @ W(R/p) (2) 
P 
where the sum is over all prime ideals p of R. The map W(R) -+ W(F) is induced 
by inclusion, and the map 8 is defined by 
awi) = wrxw 
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For a regular bilinear form group 2 over R, we define 
w(Z) = {wp(Z>l E 0 W(Rh). 
P 
Thus (1) implies that 
for regular bilinear form modules X over A. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let 2 be a regular bilineavformgroup over a Dedekind domain R. 
There is a regular bilinearform module X with /3(X) N Z if and only ifw(Z) is in the 
image of a in exact sequence (2). 
Proof. The “only if” implication follows from (3) above, so the “if” implica- 
tion must be shown. Let Sz be the finite set of prime ideals p in R where Z, is 
nontrivial. By local surjectivity (Proposition 3.3), there are regular bilinear form 
modules X, over R, with /3(X,) II Z, , for each p in Sz. 
By hypothesis, there is a regular bilinear form module V over F with a( [ V]) = 
w(Z). Now 
%([XP OFPI) = qkwp) = wp(Zp) = a,([v,]), 
so by (2) there are unimodular lattices X,’ such that 
in W(F,), and hence that 
for some integers rp and sp , and where n x H denotes n copies of the hyperbolic 
plane H. We may assume, without loss of generality, that the integers sp are all 
equal, since there are only a finite number of p in 52. We then replace X, by 
XP@Xp’@(rp x H),andVbyV@(sp x H). 
Thus, given Z, we have found a bilinear form module V over F with a([ V]) = 
w(Z), bilinear form modules X,, over R, with fi(X,,) N Z, , and isomorphisms 
(sayf,) of V, to X, @ Fp , for all p in Q. 
We find a single lattice K in V localizing to X,, at each p in 52, and unimodular 
at the primes p not in 52. Pick any lattice L in V. Define a collection of lattices 
Jfp) in the localizations V, at all primes p of R by 
J(p) = f PV,>, if p EQ, 
Z.Z a unimodular lattice in V, , if p $ Q and L, is not unimodular, 
=L,, if p 6 Q and L, is unimodular. 
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The unimodular lattices in VP exist since a,([V,]) = r+(Z) is trivial if p # Q. 
The first two possibilities occur only a finite number of times, so L, = Jc,,) 
except for a finite number of p. Hence [24, Theorem 81: 141, there is a lattice 
K in V with K,, N JcP) for all p. Thus KP N X, for p in Q, and K,, is uni- 
modular if p is not in Sz. The lattice K together with the restriction of the 
bilinear form on V defines a regular bilinear form module X over R with 
/?(X) N 2. This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let R be a Dedekind domain. For every element x of BP W(R/p), 
there is a regular bilinear form module Z with w(Z) = z. 
In particular, when the map a in exact sequence (2) is not surjective, there are 
bilinear form groups not in the image of /3. 
Proof. Choose a prime ideal p of R. It suffices to prove the theorem 
for elements z of the form [(u>], where u is in R but not in p, and u its image in 
R/p. For these elements, [(+I = ~[(Tu) OF] = We); this completes the 
proof. 
Let 59 be the ideal class group of the Dedekind domain R, and 5Y2 the subgroup 
(a2 : GY E V}. There is a homomorphism 
E: @ W(R/p) --f g/U2 
P 
defined by sending a generator [(v)] of W(R/p) for some p to the ideal class of p 
modulo V2. One easily checks that the composition l a is trivial. (It suffices to do 
this on generators [(x)] of W(F).) 
Recall [4, Sect. 801 that every finitely generated torsion module G over R has 
an order ideal o(G) in R with the properties 
(i) if G N G’ @ G”, then o(G) = o(G) o(G), and 
(ii) o(R/GY) = 0& for any ideal a in R. 
For a bilinear form group Z over R, let o(Z) denote the order ideal of the under- 
lying module. It is easy to see that 
EW(Z) = o(Z) 
in V/V2. Combining this with (3) one obtains that o/l(X) is trivial in %/Us, for 
any regular bilinear form module X over R. Hence a necessary condition for a 
regular bilinear form group Z to be in the image of p is that o(Z) be trivial in 
V/V2. For number fields, this condition is sufficient as well: 
COROLLARY 4.6. Let R be the ring of integers in an algebraic number field, 
or a localization of such a ring, and let Z be a regular bilinear form group over R. 
There is a regular bilinear form module X over R with B(X) N Z if and only if 
o(Z) is trivial in %7/w”. 
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The corollary follows since the sequence 
0 -+ W(R) + W(F) 5 @ W(R/p) r, w/V -+ 0 
P 
is exact for number fields [17, Satz 2.2; 22, p. 931. The key fact is that there exist 
bilinear form modules over F of prescribed local behavior [24, Sect. 721. For R 
the ordinary integers, a more direct proof is possible along the lines of Theorem 
4.7. Note that the condition on 2 depends only on the underlying torsion module, 
and not on the bilinear form. 
Finally, some remarks about surjectivity of the induced form correspondence 5 
for quadratic forms. Recall from Section 1 that quadratic form modules are 
equivalent to even bilinear form modules. When R is the ordinary integers, 
surjectivity can be proved by direct construction [33, Theorem 61. It is also 
possible to use standard results on integral quadratic forms and modify the proof 
of Theorem 4.4, as done below. 
THEOREM 4.7. Let Z be a regular quadratic form group over the integers iZ. 
Then there is a regular quadratic form module X with f(X) N Z. 
Proof. Let Sz be the set consisting of the prime ideal (2) together with the 
finite number of prime ideals ( p) of Z where Z, is nontrivial. By local surjectivity 
(Proposition 3.3), there are regular even bilinear form modules X, over Z, with 
f(X,) N Z, , for eachp in 52. 
Let d be the order of the torsion group of Z. The highest power of p dividing 
d is the same as the highest power ofp dividing the determinant of X, . For odd 
p in Sz, set X,’ = (d(det X,)-l). Then X,’ is a unimodular form over Z, , and 
det(X, @ X,‘) = d in the group Z,./Zi2 of units modulo squares. At the prime 
2, choose X2’ even and unimodular over Z, such that det(X, 0 X2’) = d in 
Z2’/Zi2, and such that the Hasse symbol c2(X2 @ X2’) is the product over all odd 
p in Q of c,(X, @ X,‘). This is possible by choosing X2’ to be an appropriate 
direct sum of the bilinear form modules 
and 
By adding H @ H @ H @ H to X2 @ X2’, and (l,..., 1) to X, @ X,’ for p odd, 
we may assume that all X, @ X,’ are of the same rank, say r. 
For all the primes p in 52, let Uu,j be the bilinear form module 
w, 0 x,,> 0 Q, over the field of p-adic numbers Q, . For all p not 
in 52, and p = 00, let Ute) be a regular bilinear form module over Q, 
of rank I, determinant d, and Hasse symbol 1. By the existence theorem 
for forms with prescribed local behavior [24, Theorem 72: 11, there is a bilinear 
form module V over Q and isomorphisms f, : V, -+ Ucp) for all p. 
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The rest of the proof is the same as the last paragraph of the proof of 
Theorem 4.4. 
For rings more general than the integers, however, there are quadratic form 
groups not in the image of f whose associated bilinear form groups are in the 
image of /3. For example, let R be the ring of integers in F = Q( 17l9. The ideal 
(2) is the product of t wo distinct principal prime ideals p = (n) and p’ = (v’), 
where r = + (5 + 17112) and n’ = 4 (5 - 17l19. Let 2 = Q(r)) be the 
quadratic form module over R induced from the form (r) on R, . We claim that 
2 is not t(X) for some even bilinear form X over R. (The form (n) will not do, 
since it is not even.) Suppose otherwise. Let XPO @ X,r be the Jordan splitting 
of X at p, and let X$ be its Jordan splitting at p’. Then dim XP1 = 1 but XPo 
and Xi, are both even-dimensional, a contradiction. 
In this example, the trouble is evidently that there are two dyadic primes. 
However, there are similar examples when R has only one dyadic prime (for 
example, when R is the Gaussian integers). 
The surjectivity problem for 6 has been solved by Knebusch, and will be 
published later. The idea is that there is an exact sequence similar to sequence 
(2) for Witt groups of quadratic forms [17, Satz 1.61, and the analog of Theorem 
4.4 remains true, with the same proof. For number fields the cokernel of this 
exact sequence has been computed in [17, Sect. 61, and the analog of Corollary 
4.6 is then that a quadratic form group is in the image of f if and only if certain 
Gaussian sums are 1. 
Note added in proof. A solution to the surjectivity problem for 6 has recently appeared 
(J. Lannes, Formes quadratiques d’enlacement sur l’anneau des entiers d’un corps de 
nombres, Ann. Sci. Ecole Norm. Sup., 4” st+. 8 (1975), 535-579). 
5. GROTHENDIECK GROUPS 
The results of Section 4 for bilinear forms are interpreted here in terms of 
Grothendieck groups. For any ring S, let S[n] denote the ring of polynomials 
in one variable n over S, and S+[n] the ideal of polynomials with vanishing 
constant term. 
Let R be a Dedekind domain. The Grothendieck group K,(R) of unimodular 
bilinear form modules over R is defined as usual: There is one generator [X] 
for each unimodular bilinear form module over R, and one relation [Xl + [Y] = 
[X @ YJ for each such pair of modules. (Although [x] denotes the equivalence 
class of X in both the Witt and Grothendieck groups, there should be no con- 
fusion.) Similarly we define the group K,(R) of regular bilinear form modules 
over R, and the group K,(R) of regular bilinear form groups over R. Note that 
[X] = [Y] in these groups if and only if X @ Z N Y @ Z for some Z; the 
bilinear form modules X and Y are called stabZy equivalent. 
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There is a natural map of K,(R) to K,(R), and the correspondence /3 of Section 
2 induces a map p: K,(R) --t K,(R). 
There is a surjective map rk, : K,(R) -+ Z taking [X] to rank X. Let Z?,(R) 
be the kernel of rk, . The natural map of Z to K,(R) taking 1 to [(l)] is a right 
inverse to rk, . 
Now suppose that R is a complete discrete valuation ring with prime element X. 
There is a surjective map rk, of K,(R) to the polynomial ring Z[I7] in the variable 
17taking [X] to q, + n, 17 + ... + n, 17’, where ni is the rank of Xi in a Jordan 
splitting X0 @ ?rX1 @ .*. @ rrrXr of X (Lemma 3.1). Let l?,(R) be the kernel 
of rk, . The map of Z[17] to K,.(R) taking 17’ to [(+I is a right inverse to rk, . 
Similarly there is a surjective map rk f : K,(R) -+ Z+[D] defined by taking [Z] to 
n, 17 + ... + n, l7r, where ni is the rank over Ii/ of Zi in a Jordan splitting 
Z@-..@ZrofZ(L emma 3.2). Let 1?,(R) be the kernel of rkf. The map of 
Z+[17] to K,(R) taking l7r to [/I((&‘))] is a right inverse to rk, . 
THEOREM 5.1. Let R be a complete discrete valuation ring with Jinite residue 
class Jield F. 
(i) The diagram 
0 0 0 
has split exact rows and columns. 
(ii) When the characteristic of F is not two, R,(R) N Z/22 and gr(R) E 
&(R)[l7]. Hence Rf(R) N (Z/2Z)+[I7]. 
(iii) When F has characteristic two, &(R) = 0. Hence K,(R) N 
xu(W CD z[W 
Proof. (i). It has already been shown that the columns are split exact. The 
maps of the top row are induced by those of the middle row. The maps of the 
bottom row are the obvious ones. The map ,!I is surjective by Proposition 3.3. 
Exactness at K,(R) follows from Theorem 4.1 (or Theorem 3.8, in the nondyadic 
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case). The natural map K,(R) ---f K,.(R) is injective since the ideal class group of 
R is trivial (from a result of Knebusch; see Theorem 5.2). Thus the 
rows are exact. Split exactness shown in parts (ii) and (iii). 
(ii) The results here are well known [24, Sect. 921. Cancellation holds for 
regular forms over R. A unimodular form is classified by its rank and determinant 
in F’/p’z N Z/2Z. Hence R,(R) is isomorphic to Z/22 with generator (c) - (l), 
where E in R is a representative of the class of nonsquares in R’/Rs2. Furthermore, 
the Jordan splitting X0 @ rrX1 0 ... @ nrX’ of a regular form X is unique up to 
isomorphism. Thus K,(R) N K,(R)[II], and I?,.(R) E &(R)[ITj. Finally, 
mapping [X] to [X0] is a left inverse to K,(R) -+ K,(R). 
(iii) We claim that YK, is an isomorphism. It suffices to show that [fi(~?X)] = 
[/3(r’Y)] for all unimodular bilinear form modules X and Y of the same rank, 
and all Y 3 1. The proof is by induction on Y. Every regular form is stably 
equivalent to a diagonal form (see, for instance, [7, Theorem 11). Furthermore, 
/3(<mc)) N /?((n)) for all units u in R, since F is perfect. Hence the assertion is 
true if Y = 1. We show [,8(,rX)] N [/3(nrY)] for arbitrary r > 1. By inductive 
hypothesis, [/3(rr-lX)] = [/?(z~r-~Y)], so /3(rrr-rX) @ 2 ‘v ,6(rr’-‘Y) @ 2 for 
some bilinear form group 2. Choose W (by Proposition 3.3) so that p(W) N 2. 
By Theorem 4. I, there are unimodular U and Z’ (here of the same rank) such that 
,r-lX @ W @ U N xr-rY @ W @ V. Thus #X @ TW @ ,rU _N n’Y @ 
TW @ WV. Apply ,8 to both sides. Since [p(nU)J = [P(~TV)] in K,(R) (the case 
Y = I), we have [P(nrX)] = [p(nrY)]. Th is completes the inductive step of the 
proof. 
Finally, the map [/3(rr’)] i--t (nr) is a right inverse to b. This completes the 
proof of 5.1. 
The statements about l?,(R) may be combined into 
- -. 
&(R) N (F./F 2)[17]. 
&(R) is harder to compute when F has characteristic two. For example, it may 
be deduced from [12] that 
with generators (3) - (1) and (5) - (1). 
Now suppose that R is an arbitrary Dedekind domain. We derive an exact 
sequence of Grothendieck groups similar to the exact sequence (2) of Section 4 
for Witt groups. Let Q be the cokernel of this sequence, so that 
0 3 W(R) - W(F) -% @ W(R/p) -3 Q + 0 (1) 
P 
is exact, for some map w. 
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Let 
be the map induced by the invariant w of Section 4. 
Recall that the hyperbolic space H(M) on a projective module M over R is the 
module M @ M*, where M* = Hom,(M, R), with the unimodular bilinear 
form (x, f) . (g, y) = f(y) + f(x). Obviously H(M @ N) N H(M) @ H(N) 
and H(M*) N H(M). 
Let V be the ideal class group of R, $9 the subgroup (6P: G?! E ‘%}, and 9 the 
subgroup generated by all ideals lying over the ideal (2). We define cr: F/(Uz + 
9) + K,(R) by sending the ideal class of an ideal 02 to [H(B)] - [H(R)]. This 
map is well defined and injective, by results of Knebusch [15, Sect. 111. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let R be a Dedekind domain. 
(9 K,(R) 3~ 0~ U%), h w ere the direct sum is over all prime ideals p of R. 
(ii) The sequence 
0 --+ %/(W + 9) 4 K,(R) --+ K,(R) --% K,(R) wcO_ Q - 0 
is exact. 
Proof. (i) This follows from Lemma 1.2. 
(ii) Exactness at K, follows from Theorem 4.5. The map ww is 
surjective by Theorem 4.2. The composition WU$ is trivial, since ww/3(X) = 
q[x@F]) = 0. c onversely, suppose that 2 and 2’ are regular bilinear form 
groups with ww(Z) = tiw(Z’). Let W b e a regular bilinear form group such that 
ww(Z) ww( W), and hence ww(Z’) ww( W), is t rivial in Q. (The group operation in 
Q is written multiplicatively.) By Theorem 4.4 and exact sequence (1) above, 
there are bilinear form modules X and x’ with /3(X) N 2 @ W and /3(X’) II 
2’ @ W. Hence /3(X’) @ 2 @ W N /3(X) @ 2’ @ W, so [Z] - [Z’] = [p(X)] - 
[/3(X’)]. This proves exactness at K,(R). 
Knebusch [ 15, Sect. 1 l] shows that the kernel of the inclusion K,(R) + K,(F) 
is precisely %‘/(U2 + 9). Thus we only need show that the composition 
+qw” + ~3) Q_ K,(R) - K(R) 
is trivial. 
LEMMA 5.3 (Kneser). Let p be a nonzero prime ideal of a Dedekind domain R, 
with rr E R a prime element for p. Then H(p) @ rrH(R) ‘v H(R) @ rH(R). 
Proof. Let yH denote the hyperbolic bilinear form module (F i; with basis 
x, y over the field of fractions of R. H(p) is then the lattice px f p-ry in H, 
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H(R) is the lattice Rx + Ry in H, and rrH(R) is the same lattice in ZTH. Note that 
?rH(R) is not unimodular. The lattices H(p) @ nH(R) and H(R) @ rH(R) in 
H @ n-H are equal when localized at primes other than p, and at the prime ideal 
p there are rotations of arbitrary spinor norm preserving them. (In the notation 
of [24, Sect. 551, the symmetry 7z+ey of yHp has spinor norm 2ay EF,‘JF~~ and 
preserves the lattices H(p), and H(R), if a: is a unit of R. Thus the rotation 
Tx+ay 0 7x+1/ of H, @ rrHp has spinor norm (2&)(27r) = OLW E F,*/F$, and the 
rotation (T~+~T~+~~) @ 1 of Hn @ vH,, has spinor norm (2)(2~~) = 01 EF,‘/F:. 
Thus there are lattice-preserving rotations of arbitrary spinor norm.) Hence 
H(p) @ ?rH(R) and H(R) @ nH(R) are of the same spinor genus, and thus 
isomorphic by the strong approximation theorem. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 5.2. 
Let o: K,(R) -+ V/V be the map induced by the order ideal of Section 4. 
COROLLARY 5.4. Let R be the ring of integers in an algebraic number field, or a 
localization of such a ring. The sequence 
0 ---+ U&P + 9) -% K,(R) --+ K,(R) B, K,(R) A %‘/V --j 0 
is exact. 
The corollary is true since Q is V/W2 in this case [17, Satz 2.2; 22, p. 931. 
EXAMPLE. Let R be the integers H. The map K@‘) + Kr(Z) is injective 
since Q is trivial, and has a left inverse by mapping [x] in Kr(Z) to a unimodular 
form of the same rank and signature as X. 
Thus 
is split exact. Also [26, Chap. IT, Sect. 2, Theorem I], 
with generators (1) and (-1). Recall from Theorem 5.1 that 
with generators [/3(+)], for r > 1, and 
for p odd, with the above generators, and [,/~(ETF)] - [/?(+)I, for r > I. 
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6. APPLICATIONS TO TOPOLOGY 
We specialize to the case where the ring R is the rational integers Z. Corollary 
4.2(i) was originally proved to show that the linking invariants of the branched 
twofold cyclic cover of the complement of a knot completely determined the 
equivalence class up to unimodular summands of the “quadratic form” of the 
knot [18]. We apply Corollary 4.2 (ii) to obtain a diffeomorphism classification 
theorem for certain highly connected manifolds. All homology groups are with 
integral coefficients, all manifolds are smooth and oriented, and all diffeo- 
morphisms preserve orientation. First, recall that the intersection form of an 
oriented (n - I)-connected 2n-manifold N is the bilinear form module (H,(N), 
B) defined by setting B(x, y) equal to the cup product x’ u y’ of the Lefschetz 
duals x’ and y’ to x and y evaluated on the orientation class of N. This bilinear 
form is symmetric if n is even, and is even (Sect. 1) if N is parallelizable [20, 
p. 521. We let a(N) d enote the signature of (H,(N), B). 
Part (i) of the following theorem, of which parts (ii) and (iii) are stated later, is 
a corollary of [32, p. 168; 30, Theorem 1.21. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let n > 4 be even, and let NI and Nz be oriented parallelizable 
(n - I)-connected 2n-manifolds with (n - 2)-connected boundary. Let Bi denote 
the intersection form of Ni . 
(i) If B, is isomorphic to B, over the integers, then NI is diffeomorphic to N, . 
We classify oriented, (n - 2)-connected (2n - 1)-manifolds that bound 
parallelizable manifolds, for even n not equal 2,4, or 8. Let K be such a manifold, 
and let G be the torsion subgroup of H,-,(K). The classical linking form of K is 
the bilinear form group (G, b) defined as follows [29, Sect. 771: Let u, v E G, 
and suppose that ru = 0. Then b(u, v) is l/y times the number of intersections 
with ‘u of an n-chain whose boundary is u. This is a regular bilinear form group 
which depends only on the cohomology ring and orientation of K. More recently, 
Wall [34] has defined a quadratic form group (G, a) of K whose associated bilinear 
form is the linking form. (Wall’s form has values in Q/2E, but this 
makes no difference.) This form is not defined if n is 2,4, or 8; Arlt [l] has shown 
that it is an oriented homotopy invariant of K. This quadratic form is not 
usually computable, but in virtue of Corollary 3.10 we have: 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Let ICI and K, be manifolds as above with isomorphic linking 
forms, and suppose that H,-,(K,) and H,-1(K2) have no summands of order 2 OY 4. 
Then the quadratic forms of KI and K2 are isomorphic. 
Next suppose that K as above is the boundary of an (n - I)-connected paral- 
lelizable 2n-manifold N. (To make a parallelizable N (n - 1)-connected, see 
see [20, p. 461.) The intersection pairing B of N may not be regular, so let B 
be the induced regular pairing on H,(N) divided by the radical R of B. 
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LEMMA 6.3. Under the above hypothesis, the cokernel of the adjoint i? of 
Section 1 is isomorphic to H&K), the inducedform &H,(N)/R, R) is isomorphic to 
(G, b) and [(H,(N)/R, R) is isomorphic to (G, q). 
The first two assertions are well known; proofs of all three may be found in 
[34]. See also [5, Theorem 7.91. Our main classification result follows. We let 
L‘ denote the Milnor sphere, the (2n - I)-dimensional homotopy sphere that 
bounds a parallelizable manifold of signature 8, for even n > 4. 
THEOREM 6.4. Let n be even and not 2, 4, OY 8, and let KI and K2 be (n - 2)- 
connected (2n - 1)-manzfolds that bound parallelizable manifolds NI and N, . 
Suppose fL(KJ = fL(KJ, and that the quadratic form of KI is isomorphic 
to the quadratic form of K2 . Then u(N& - a(N,) is divisible by 8, and K, is 
dzffeomorphic to KI # (Q)(a(N,) - o(N,))Z. 
Proof. By surgery we may assume that Nr and N, are (n - I)-connected; 
this does not alter the signatures. We may also assume that u(N,) < u(N,). 
Let Bi denote the intersection form of Ni . Then Corollary 4.2(ii) and Lemma 
6.3 show that 
The direct sum of forms corresponds to the connected sum of manifolds, H is 
the intersection form of S” x S” minus a small open disk, and rs is the inter- 
section form of the manifold of signature 8 whose boundary is the Milnor sphere 
Z. Thus Theorem 6.1 (i) implies our theorem. 
Wall [34] shows that KI is diffeomorphic to Kz # I’, for some homotopy 
sphere c the problem is to show that r is in bP,, . Another proof of Theorem 
6.4 except for some special cases involving 2-torsion is in [9]. 
A special case of Browder [2, Theorem 2.131 combined with a result of 
Mahowald [19] to eliminate a factor of 2 shows that for KI and K, satisfying 
the hypotheses of the above theorem, if u(N,) is not congruent to u(Ns) modulo 
the order of bPz, , then KI is not diffeomorphic to K, . Finally, given an even 
integer n not 2, 4, or 8, a natural number r, a regular quadratic form group 
(G, q), and an integer u congruent to the “signature” of (G, q) modulo 8 (Sect. 4) 
there is an (n - 2)-connected (2n - I)-manifold K with rank H,-l(K) = r 
and quadratic form (G, q) which bounds a parallelizable manifold of signature u. 
This follows from Theorem 4.7 and [32, p. 1681. Thus the above results combine 
with the classification of Section 3 to give computable diffeomorphism invariants 
for this class of manifolds. A similar partial theorem for odd n is in [5, Section 91. 
An argument similar to the above using Theorem 4.3, rather than Corollary 
4.2, yields: 
THEOREM 6.1 (bis). (ii) If B, is isomorphic to B, over the p-adic integers for 
all p < 03, then aNI is dzffeomorphic to aN, . 
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(iii) If B, is isomorphic to B, over the p-adic integers for all p < co, then 
aiVl is dijjfeomorphic to 8N, # (Q)(o(N,) - a(N,))Z. 
We close with the computation of Grothendieck groups. Let KQ,(R) be the 
Grothendieck group (as in Sect. 5) of regular quadratic form modules over a 
Dedekind domain R. Then 
and 
KQAR,) = WV, for nondyadic p. 
It is not hard to compute that 
KQAQ = (z CD U4Q+[W 
with generators [&(2r))] and [&(3 * 2r))] - [5((2r))], for r 3 1. 
Suppose that n is an even integer and not 2,4, or 8. Let bPz, be the group of 
oriented (2n - I)-dimensional homotopy spheres that bound parallelizable 
manifolds (a finite cyclic group), and let BP,, be the Grothendieck group of 
oriented (n - 2)-connected (2n - 1)-manifolds that bound parallelizable 
manifolds. There is a natural map bPz, -+ BP,, ; we map BPz, to H @ KQ,(Z) 
by taking the class of a manifold K to (rank H,-,(K), [quadratic form of K]), The 
following is a corollary of the above remarks. 
COROLLARY 6.5. Let n be even, and not 2, 4, or 8. The sequence 
0 + bPz, --f BP,, * Z @ KQ,(Z) + 0 
is exact. 
7. ISOLATED HYPERSURFACE SINGULARITIES 
We conclude with two examples involving isolated complex hypersurface 
singularities. Let f (z. ,..., a,) be a complex polynomial which vanishes at the 
origin and whose differential df is nonzero in some punctured neighborhood,of 
that point. Let S, be a sphere of radius E about the origin. Milnor [21] shows 
that K = f-l(O) n S, is a smooth oriented (n - 2)-connected (2n - l)- 
manifold. We call K the link of the singularity. Furthermore, the space SE - K 
is a smooth fiber bundle, and the closure of each typical fiber IV is a smooth 
parallelizable (n - 1)-connected 2n-manifold with boundary K and a natural 
orientation coming from the complex structure. 
Now suppose n > 4 is even. Using the results of Section 6, it would be possible 
to find the diffeomorphism type of K if we knew the intersection form of N, but 
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unfortunately there is no general algorithm for finding this. The intersection 
form was first computed for the Brieskorn polynomials x: + *a* + a> by Pham 
and Brieskorn (for the full computation, see [IO]), and partial results are known 
for the more general class of weighted homogeneous polynomials. More recently, 
the intersection form has been derived from the “Seifert form” of the knot 
KC S,[6]. The Seifert form can be computed for polynomials in one variable, 
and irreducible polynomials in two variables. Furthermore a “tensor product” 
formula has been found relating the Seifert form off(z,, ,..., a,) andg(w,, ,..., w,) 
to that of f(xo ,..., a,) + g(w, ,..., w,~) ([25]), also the references in [6]). 
We use these results to compute the diffeomorphism type of the links of two 
Brieskorn polynomials, and show the usefulness of p-adic techniques in dealing 
with the linking form. A further example of the polynomials .z,,~ + ... + ,z,k is 
in [5, Sect. 121. 
PROPOSITION 7. I. Let n > 4 and k > 2 both be even. Let Kk be the link of 
x0” + x12 + .*. + x,2, and let L, be the 3-l bundle over Sn with characteristic 
element (k/2)r, where T is the characteristic map in rr,-l(SOn) of the tangent 
bundle. Then for k = 0 (mod S), ( -l)“i2Kk is diffeomorphic to ( -Lk) # (k/8)Z. 
However for k = 4 (mod 8) and n not 4 or 8, Kk and L, are not even homotopy 
equivalent. 
This is an anomalous generalization of the result for n = 2 that Kk is diffeo- 
morphic to the lens space L(k, 1) with opposite orientation for all k > 1 (i.e., 
that Kk is diffeomorphic to L, (see [21, 9.8; 11, Sect. 81). Recall that .Z is the 
Milnor sphere. 
Proof. Using [lo, Sect. 121 or [25], the intersection form of a typical fiber in 
the fibration defined by zok + aI2 + ... + xn2 is computed to be (i%fk , 
(- l)n/s B,), where AI, is a free Z-module of rank k - 1, and B, has matrix 
i 2 1 2 12*** 1 2 1 2 1 I . 
On the other hand, Lk is the boundary of the corresponding disk bundle, a 
parallelizable (n - I)-connected 2n-manifold whose intersection form is <k). 
First assume k E 0 (mod 8). We wish to apply Theorem 6.1 (iii). A computa- 
tion shows that o(Mk , &) = k - 1; obviously 0((k)) = 1. Hence it suffices to 
show that (Mk, Bk) NH @ ... @H @ <-k) over Z’, , for p < co, where 
there are (k/2) - 1 copies of the hyperbolic plane H. (Note that H N -H over 
Z.) Direct computation shows that det(M, , Bk) = k. 
If p does not divide k (so in particular, p is not 2), then both (1M, , Bk) and 
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H @ ... @ H @ (-k) are unimodular over Z, . Since k = 0 (mod 8), their 
determinants are equal as well. Thus they are isomorphic over Z, , for p not 
dividing k. 
Now supposep divides k. Note that the upper (k - 2) x (k - 2) corner of the 
matrix of B, is B,-, . Since p divides k = det B, , p does not divide (k - 1) = 
det B,-, . Hence B,-, is unimodular over H, and splits off to give (M, , Bk) ‘v 
(Mk-r , B,-,) @ ((k - I)k). Again using determinants, (Mk-r , B,-,) N H @ 
... @ H and ((k - 1)k) ‘V (-k). Thus (Mk, Bk) ‘V H @ ... @ H @ (-k) 
over Z, for p dividing k. This completes the proof for k = 0 (mod 8). 
Now suppose k E 4 (mod 8). We show that .$(Mk , Bk) is not isomorphic to 
Q( &k)); in fact, we show that their 2-primary parts are not isomorphic. On the 
one hand, 6(<&k))z = E((fk),). On the other hand, f(Mk , B,), N f((Mk--l , 
B,-,) @ ((k - l)k))z N [(((k - l)k),) N 5((3k),). Now (fk), is not iso- 
morphic to (3k), over E, ; since k 2 2 and k = 0 (mod 4) Theorem 3.8(ii) 
implies that (((fk),) is not isomorphic to t((3k>,). This completes the proof 
for k = 4 (mod 8). 
The next example finds the linking via the signature (for which there is a 
reasonable formula) and Hilbert reciprocity. 
PROPOSITION 7.2. Let Kk be the link of zok + z13 + .z22 + .‘. + .z,~, for even 
n > 4. Then H,(K,) E H,(K,) =Z/3h, and the linking form of K, is inequivalent 
to that of K4 . Furthermore, K61+2 is d@eomorphic to K, # (- l)~/~ 12 and KB1+4 
is dtyeomorph to K4 # (-l)n12 1.X Hence for even n 2 4, every (n - 2)-connected 
(271 - I)-manifold K with H,(K) ‘v h/3Z that bounds a parallelizable manifold 
occurs as the link of a hypersurface singularity. 
It is well known that K5 is diffeomorphic to Z, and that K61+5 is diffeomorphic to 
K5# 2Z = (I + 1)Z. More generally, K,,+i is diffeomorphic to Ki #1.X for all 
1 \( i G 6. This “periodicity” is dealt with in a paper by the author and 
Kauffman [38]. 
Proof. Let (n/r, , B,) denote the intersection form of the typical fiber 
in the fibration defined by aok + a13 + .a22 + ... + .z,~. Then rank 
(Mk , Bk) = 2(k - 1). We concentrate on &,+a ; the case of KB1+l is 
similar. We have det(Ms,+s , B,,,,) = 3 ([lo, p. 981; the sign is + here), so 
fL(Ka+2) ‘v U3z. W e compute the linking form. Over Ha, (n/r,,+, , Bel+,) 
must be isomorphic to (l,..., 1, u, 3v), where u and v  are units in Z, , and uv a 
square. Altering u and v  by squares of units if necessary, we may assume that 
either u = v  = 1 or u = v  = 2. The Hasse symbol cs [26, Chap. IV] of these 
forms is given by ca((I ,..., I, 3)) = 1 and ca(<I ,..., 1, 2, 6)) = -1. On the 
other hand &srn cP = 1, and c?, is 1 for p not 2, 3, or co. Furthermore, c2c, = 
(-l)c1-U-det)/4 by [ll, Theorem 3.91, where (r is the signature. Thus 2 + (T = 0 
(mod 8) implies that ca = +I, and 2 + (T = 4 (mod 8) implies that ca = -1. 
Now again from [lo, p. 981, a(M,,+, , B,,,,) = (- 1)“j2(81 + 2). Thus c~(M~~+~ , 
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&1+2) = -(-l)“i2, so (J&1+2 , B,,,,) must be isomorphic over Z, to (I,..., 1, 3) 
if 71 = 2 (mod 4), and (l,..., I, 2, 6) if n = 0 (mod 4). Hence if 71 = 2 (mod 4), 
the linking form of I&,+, is 8((3)), the form on Z/32 defined by u . u = &, 
where u is a generator of E/3Z; if n = 0 (mod 4) it is /3((6)), the form on Z/32 
defined by u . u = $. 
By applying Theorem 3.8(i) and the classification of bilinear forms over iz, , 
or a simple direct argument, these are precisely the two inequivalent bilinear 
forms on Z, . The rest of the assertions follow. 
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